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We investigate the quantum walk of two interacting bosons of different mass in a one dimensional
lattice. By varying the inter-particle interaction strength we show distinct features in the quantum
walk of two particles for different initial states. When the walkers are initially on the same site,
both the heavy and light particles perform independent particle quantum walks for small interac-
tion. However, stronger interactions lead to the quantum walk of the repulsively bound pair of
atoms. For a different initial state when the walkers are a few sites apart initially, the heavy particle
performs quantum walk almost independently and the light particle shows reflected and transmitted
components across the heavy particle for small interactions. After a critical interaction strength,
the light particle wave function ceases to penetrate through the heavy particle. However, when
the quantum walkers are initially kept at the edges of the lattice, then the interaction facilitates
the complete reflection of both heavy and light particles from each other. We analyze these fea-
tures by examining various physical quantities such as the real-space density evolution, two-particle
correlation functions, and Bloch oscillation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of the quantum walk, which is the
quantum analog of classical random walk deals with the
stochastic evolution of quantum walker(s) on a graph [1],
has been the topic of great interest in recent years. Apart
from its fundamental physical relevance to understand-
ing quantum dynamics, the quantum walk has attracted
enormous attention in recent years due to its possible ap-
plications in quantum technologies[2–8]. After the first
proposal, the physics of quantum walk has been analyzed
in various complex systems [9]. Due to the rapid progress
in the experimental front in the last decade, the quan-
tum walks have been observed in different systems such
as trapped ions, neutral atoms, photons in photonic lat-
tices and waveguides, biological systems etc [10–17] at
the single-particle level.
Considerable efforts have been made to investigate the
role of interactions on the quantum walk of more than one
indistinguishable particles in various contexts [18–29].
The combined effect of interaction and indistinguisha-
bility results in interesting features in different systems
such as quantum gases in an optical lattice [25], corre-
lated photon pairs [19, 30, 31], trapped ions [32], and su-
perconducting qubits [33, 34]. The quantum walk of two
interacting particles that are identical in nature exhibits
various exciting phenomena depending upon the initial
states. While the spatial bunching of bosons results due
to the interaction between two particles located at the
same site, the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) type
interference has been observed for the two nearest neigh-
bor bosons [25, 30]. In contrast, two interacting particles
at the nearest neighbor sites exhibit spatial anti-bunching
due to fermionization [25, 30]. Also recently, the quan-
tum walk of defects on bosonic Mott insulators [29] and
quantum spin systems has been investigated [35].
While the phenomenon of the quantum walk has been
observed in different experimental platforms, the most
versatile among them has been the system of ultracold
atoms in optical lattices [36]. Due to the flexibility over
controlling the system parameters and geometry and a
defect free environment these systems have been proven
to be one of the most suitable platforms for simulating
strongly correlated systems [37]. Recent developments in
addressing atoms at the single-site level in such systems
have paved the path to probe the quantum walk of more
than one quantum particles[25, 38]. On the other hand,
considerable progress has been made in creating and ma-
nipulating binary atomic mixtures in optical lattices. Al-
though the experiments using the atomic mixture are
extremely complex compared to the single species sys-
tems, recent progress in the experimental front has made
it possible to access systems of Bose-Bose, Fermi-Fermi
and Bose-Fermi mixtures in absence and presence of op-
tical lattices [39–45]. The complexities of such binary
mixtures yield significant insights into the interacting
spin model, atom-molecule interaction, quantum entan-
glement, topological phase transitions etc [46–57]. Re-
cently, efforts have been made to understand the effect of
interparticle interactions and quantum statistics on the
quantum walk of binary atomic mixtures [58–61] . Al-
though, the interactions, statistics and initial states play
a crucial role in the quantum walk of two different par-
ticles, the mass difference between the walkers which is
directly related to the kinetic energies may impart signif-
icant effects.
In this work, we aim to study the quantum walk of two
interacting bosons of different mass in a one dimensional
lattice. We show that not only the interaction but also
the initial states play an important role in the quantum
walk in such mass imbalanced systems.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way.
In section II, we discuss the model considered and the
approach followed in our study. In Sec. III, the results
are discussed in great detail and finally, we conclude in
Sec.IV.
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2II. MODEL AND APPROACH
The model which describes the system under consider-
ation is represented by a two component Bose-Hubbard
model given by;
H = −
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
Jσ(a
†
i,σaj,σ +H.c.) + U
∑
i
ni,↓ni,↑ (1)
where a†i,σ(ai,σ) is the creation(annihilation) operator of
the mass-imbalanced bosons denoted as σ =↓, ↑. U is
the interaction between the two different components and
ni,σ = a
†
i,σai,σ is the number operator at i’th site corre-
sponding to each componenet σ. Here, Jσ is the nearest
neighbor hopping matrix element for pseudospin σ. For
convenience we define δ = J↓/J↑ and the mass imbalance
in the system is incorporated by setting δ 6= 1. In our
calculation, we consider ↑ as the lighter particle and set
J↑ = 1 as the energy scale.
We perform the continuous-time quantum walk
(CTQW) which involves the dynamical evolution of a
quantum mechanical ground state under the influence of
the Hamiltonian shown in Eq.1. We consider three dif-
ferent initial states for our studies such as
i. two particles at the central site.
ii. two particles at two different sites.
iii. two particles at the opposite ends.
In order to understand the physics of the system,
we primarily compute two important physical quantities
such as the expectation value of the density operator
ni(t) = 〈Ψ(t)|
∑
σ
a†i,σai,σ|Ψ(t)〉 (2)
and the two particle correlation function
Γij = 〈a†i,↑a†j,↓aj,↓ai,↑〉 (3)
with the time evolved state |Ψ(t)〉 = e−iHt/~|Ψ(0)〉. Here
|Ψ0〉 is the initial state which is evolved with respect to
the time independent Hamiltonian H given in model(1).
Note that the Γij defined here is the correlation function
between two species and is different from the two-particle
correlation function defined in Refs. [25, 29, 30]. The Γij
is calculated after an evolution time T . In our calcula-
tion, we consider L = 41 such that we have 20 sites in
the left and right of the central sites indexed as “0”. In
all the cases we study the quantum walk by varying U
from zero to a large repulsive limit i.e. U = 10. Note that
similar physics is expected for attractive interactions. By
considering different values of δ for all the above initial
states we study the CTQW of the two bosons as discussed
in detail in the following sections.
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FIG. 1: Figure shows the CTQW with the initial state |Ψ(0)〉
and δ = 0.2. (a) Time evolution of the total density for
different values of U and (b) Γij at time t = 7J
−1 of the
evolution shown in (a) for each U .
III. RESULTS
A. Case-(i):Two particles at the same site
In this section, we discuss the CTQW of the initial
state corresponding to two bosons located at the central
site of the lattice which is given as ;
|Ψ(0)〉 = a†0,↑a†0,↓|vac〉. (4)
Here, |vac〉 represents the empty state. Note that in the
absence of any mass difference i.e. δ = 1, the system
is similar to two indistinguishable interacting particles
whose CTQW is already studied in detail [25, 30]. It has
been shown in both theoretical and experimental analy-
sis that in the case of an equal mass of bosons, the two
particles exhibit bosonic bunching as a function of in-
teraction. However, the introduction of mass imbalance
i.e. δ 6= 1, makes the atoms distinguishable. We first
consider δ = 0.2 and vary the interaction strength U to
analyze the CTQW by analyzing the spreading of the
total particle density which is depicted in Fig.1(a). It
can be seen that for vanishingly small interactions, the
two particles exhibit an independent particle quantum
walks. Due to the mass difference between the particles,
the density profile of the heavier particle (↓) spreads at a
slower rate compared to the lighter one (↑). However, as
the strength of interaction increases (U = 2) the density
profile exhibits simultaneous features of single and com-
posite particle quantum walk as discussed in Ref. [25, 26].
Further increase in interaction to a large U , only a single
profile corresponding to a slow spreading appears, which
indicates that the two-particle perform quantum walk as
a composite object. This feature of a combined system of
two particles can be attributed to the formation of dou-
blons at the site due to the large onsite interaction [62].
Hence, for stronger interaction, the quantum walk of an
3effective doublon (↑↓) appears which can be seen as a
localized density profile around the central site as shown
in Fig. 1 (a) for U = 10.
This feature of doublon formation can be clearly seen
by separately looking at the evolution of individual parti-
cle densities over the lattice as depicted in Fig. 2. Clearly,
with increasing U , both light and heavy particles spread-
ing become slower and identical to each other for large
values of U . This feature can also be seen in the den-
sities of the individual components 〈nσ〉 at a particular
instant (t = 7J−1) as shown Fig. 3(a). An accurate in-
sight about this doublon formation can be understood by
analyzing the two particle correlation matrix Γij defined
in Eq. 3. We calculate Γij after evolving the initial state
to t = 7J−1 (indicated as a dashed line in Fig. 1(a)) and
plot it in Fig. 1(b) for different U considered in Fig. 1(a).
At U = 0, the two-particle correlation matrix shows four
peaks in four asymmetric positions. This feature is dif-
ferent from the equal mass case where the four peaks ap-
pear at four symmetric positions [30] as for the two non-
interacting particles, the wave functions of each particle
spreads the same distance from the center on either side.
However, because of the mass-imbalance in the present
case, the spreading of the wave functions is not identical
for the two particles which bring asymmetry in the posi-
tion of the peaks in the two-particle correlation matrix.
By increasing U , the diagonal part of the matrix domi-
nates and for large U , only the dominating diagonal part
appears Fig. 1(b) indicating the formation of dimers.
To further understand the effect of mass imbalance,
we consider other values of δ such as δ = 0.2, 0.6 and
0.8. For all the ratios the features in the quantum walk
remain qualitatively identical. However, the signatures of
doublon formation appear at slightly stronger interaction
strengths U for larger values of δ. This can be seen by
computing the doublon density from the diagonal part of
the two particle correlation matrix Γij during the time
evolution as
P =
∑
i
Γii =
∑
i
ni,↓ni,↑ (5)
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FIG. 2: The density evolution of (a) light particle and (b)
heavy particle corresponding to QW shown in Fig. 1(a).
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FIG. 3: Figure shows the particle distributions of heavy
(dashed lines) and light particle (solid lines) in lattice for dif-
ferent interacting regime such as small (I), intermideate (II)
and large (III) after evolving the initial state to to a certain
time(t). (a-d) correspond to the initial states where two par-
ticles are at same site, three sites apart, at nearest neighbour
and two edges of the lattice. For (a-c) t = 7J−1 and for (d)
t = 20J−1.
In our case we compute P at time t = 7J−1 for each
values of δ and plot them as a function of U in Fig. 4. The
formation of doublons can be inferred from the behavior
of P which asymptotically approaches the value one with
increase in interaction strength. For comparison we also
consider the balanced case i.e. δ = 1. It can be clearly
seen that the effect of δ on the pair formation is not so
significant.
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FIG. 4: P =
∑
i Γii is plotted after evolving the initial state
up to t = 7J−1 with respect to U for different values of δ.
4B. Case-(ii): Two particles at two different sites
In this section, we discuss the quantum walk of two
particles initially located a few sites apart across the cen-
tral site. First, we consider that the two particles are
located at the two next-nearest neighbor sites of the cen-
tral site and the corresponding initial state can be given
as
|Ψ(0)〉 = a†−2,↑a†+2,↓|vac〉. (6)
In this case, as before, we consider different values of δ
and vary U to study the quantum walk by plotting the
spreading of the density profile as shown in Fig. 5(a).
From the figure, one can see a marked difference com-
pared to the situation discussed in Case-(i) although
there are some similarities. The similarities with Case-(i)
is that at vanishingly small interaction, both the compo-
nents perform independent particle quantum walks and
the lighter particle (left) spreads faster compared to the
heavier one (right). For finite U , both the density profiles
intersect each other after a certain time leading to an in-
teresting feature in the CTQW. In this case, the heavy
particle acts like a barrier and as a result, the density
spreading of the lighter particle ↑ shows reflected as well
as transmitted components in the propagation. As the
interaction becomes stronger and stronger, the transmis-
sion ceases to occur and the lighter particle wave function
gets completely reflected for large U . Interestingly, there
is no noticeable effect is seen in the heavy particle quan-
tum walk in the strong interaction regime. The overall
effect can be clearly understood by plotting the local den-
sities of individual components 〈nσ〉 at a particular time
t = 7J−1 as shown in Fig. 3(b). Clearly, for U = 0, the ↑
particle (solid blue) is spread across the lattice whereas
the ↓ particle(dashed red) is confined around the center
due to the large mass. With an increase in U , the ↑
particle tends to shift towards the left side of the origin
due to reflection and for very large U the ↑ particle com-
pletely gets localized on the left half of the lattice. The
↓ particle density, however, gets slightly affected due to
reflection from the lighter particle which can be seen as
the asymmetric profile around the origin for finite U .
We also analyse the two particle correlation matrix
Γij(Fig. 5(b)) computed after an evolution time t = 7J
−1
for values of U considered in Fig. 5(a). Similar to the pre-
vious case of Sec. III A, for U ∼ 0, Γij shows four peaks
due to the fact that the particle wave functions spread
equal distance in both directions from the initial posi-
tion. With increase in U , the upper triangle with diago-
nal elements starts to decrease and completely vanishes
for large enough U due to the fact that the two particles
avoid each other due to interaction.
It is worth noting that there is no particular reason for
selecting this particular initial state. The primary goal
is to study the CTQW of the particles starting from two
different locations in the lattice. We have also analyzed
the situation by placing the two particles at two neigh-
boring sites at the center which is given by the initial
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FIG. 5: (a) Two particles QW with initial state |Ψ0〉 =
a†−2,↑a
†
2,↓|vac〉 and mass-imbalance δ = 0.2. (b) is the
corresponding two-particle correlation matrix at time t =
7J−1(black dotted line in (a)).
state.
|Ψ(0)〉 = a†0,↑a†1,↓|vac〉 (7)
The result we obtain in the CTQW is qualitatively sim-
ilar to the previous case. The only difference that can
be observed is that the reflection is stronger in this case
and after a long time evolution and strong interaction,
the probability of finding the ↑ particle at the extreme
left end is maximum. The reason for this can be at-
tributed to early interference of the two density profiles
as shown in Fig. 6(a). The correlation matrix (Fig. 6(b))
also shows similar structure when U = 0. With increas-
ing U the vanishing of diagonal and upper triangle signi-
fies the complete reflection of particles.
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FIG. 6: (a) Two particles QW with initial state |Ψ0〉 =
a†0,↑a
†
1,↓|vac〉 and mass-imbalance δ = 0.2. (b) is the
corresponding two-particle correlation matrix at time t =
7J−1(black dotted line in (a)).
5C. Case-(iii): Two particles at the opposite ends
In this section we consider a situation when two par-
ticles are situated at the opposite ends of the lattice and
the corresponding initial state is given as
|Ψ0〉 = a†−20,↑a†+20,↓|vac〉 (8)
The CTQW of this initial state exhibits a very differ-
ent outcome compared to the previous cases as discussed
above. Figure 7 displays the results where we plot (a)
the time evolution of 〈n〉 and (b) Γij at t = 20J−1 with
δ = 0.4 for different U . The evolution of the densities
of the individual component is shown in Fig. 8. Since
the particles are initiated at the edges, we get a unidi-
rectional spread of each particle’s wave functions, which
can be seen from the Fig. 8(a) and (b). Due to the mass
imbalance, the density profiles of two particles meet at
a point away from the center towards the slow moving
particle(↓). From Fig. 7(a), it can be seen that when
U = 0, two particles move independently and their wave
functions transmit through each other without influenc-
ing the individual quantum walks. On the other hand,
the onset of interaction U leads to the reflection of both
the component from each other by reducing the transmis-
sion. This can be clearly seen from the ballistic expansion
of the individual components as shown in Fig. 8(a) and
(b) respectively. In this case, the correlation matrix Γij
behaves differently compared to the previous cases. In
Fig. 7(b) we plot Γij at time t = 20J
−1, where the cor-
responding local densities of the individual components
〈nσ〉 is shown in Fig. 3(d). Since for vanishing U the wave
functions transmit through each other and travel to the
opposite directions we see only one peak in the correla-
tion matrix. However, for strong interaction (U > 10),
the peak in the correlation matrix flips to a different po-
sition because of the strong repulsion which is also visible
from Fig. 3(d). Also, note that there is no doublon for-
mation in this case.
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FIG. 7: Figure shows the two particles CTQW with initial
state |Ψ0〉 = a†−20,↑a†20,↓|vac〉 and δ = 0.4. (a) Evolution of
total density and (b) Γij at time t = 20J
−1 .
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FIG. 8: (a) and (b) shows the density evolution of light
and heavy particles respectivley with initial state |Ψ0〉 =
a†−20,↑a
†
20,↓|vac〉 and δ = 0.4.
D. Bloch Oscillation
After discussing the CTQW of various initial states in
a homogeneous lattice, we investigate the dynamics in a
tilted lattice. It is well known that the quantum mechan-
ical particle in periodic potential with external tilt or gra-
dient exhibits periodic breathing motion in the dynam-
ical evolution, the phenomenon is known as the Bloch
oscillation (BO) [63–66]. The phenomenon of BO is an
important diagnostic to understand the single and multi-
particle dynamics [26, 67, 68] which has been experimen-
tally observed in ultracold atomic systems [25, 69–71].
Recently, it has been shown that the BO also exhibits
distinct behavior in a binary mixture depending on the
particle statistics, interaction and initial states [61]. In
this context, we study the BO of two particle with mass
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FIG. 9: The BO of two interacting bosons with δ = 0.6.
(a) shows the density evolution of the initial state where two
particles are initially sitting on the same site. (b) shows the
correlation matrix Γij at t = τ/2 corresponding to (a).
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FIG. 10: The BO of two interacting bosons with δ = 0.6.
(a) shows the density evolution of the initial state where two
particles are initially sitting on three site apart. (b) shows
the correlation matrix Γij at t = τ corresponding to (a).
imbalance by adding the tilt potential of the form
Htilt = λ
∑
i,σ
ni,σ (9)
to the model (1). Here, λ defines the strength of the
tilting potential. The period of oscillation τ during the
BO is known to depend on λ as 2piλ [25]. Interestingly,
the BO can also distinguish between the QW of single
and paired particles in the tilted lattice [25, 29, 67, 68].
In the case of doublons/pairs, the effective gradient felt
by the composite particle doubles up and this results in
doubling in the frequency of oscillation compared to the
single particle oscillation. Here, we study the BO for all
the scenarios discussed in the previous sections except
the last case where two particles are located initially at
the edges because the BO is not possible due to open
boundary conditions. In our analysis, we consider λ =
0.05 × 2pi such that the period of oscillation τ = 20J−1
for independent particle BO (i.e. U = 0).
For the first scenario, where two particles are initially
located at the central site, we study the BO by taking
δ = 0.6. From the density evolution shown in Fig. 9(a),
it can be seen that when U = 0, the oscillation period is
τ which signifies the independent evolution of each par-
ticle. However, for large U , the amplitude of spread-
ing becomes narrower and the period of oscillation be-
comes τ/2, which signifies the BO of composite particle
or doublon. For some intermediate strengths of inter-
action (U = 2), we see two components in the density
evolution i.e. one component oscillating with period τ/2
indicating the BO of a doublon and the other component
do not show any oscillation, but the spreading is large
which correspond to the motion of the individual par-
ticle. In Fig. 9(b), we plot Γij at time t = τ/2 which
shows that with increasing U , the element Γ00 increases
and when U is large we see only Γ00 is finite represent-
ing the node of the oscillation, hence the doubling of the
frequency.
In the second case, where the two particles are initially
at different sites, we find a different result for imbalanced
mass compared to the identical particle case [26]. Here,
we consider the two particles initially sitting three sites
apart and study the BO with δ = 0.6 for different val-
ues of U . The density evolution is shown in Fig. 10(a),
where it can be seen that for non-interacting case the
particles perform independent BOs as usual, but the in-
crement of U slowly destroys breathing motion and hence
the BO due to the mass imbalance. Besides the density
evolution, we also plot Γij at time t = τ in Fig. 10(b). It
shows that for U = 0, only one element of Γij is finite(i.e.
Γ2−2), which means that two particles reach their initial
position after one oscillation period. For finite U , how-
ever, other elements in the correlation matrix become
finite indicating that the particles have not returned to
the initial position after an oscillation period. Note that
the BO for the third case is irrelevant.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the CTQW of two bosons of different
mass in a one dimensional lattice. By considering differ-
ent initial states depending on the positions of the heavy
and the light particles, we have analyzed the effect of
mass imbalance and inter-species interaction on the two
particle CTQW. We have found that when the two parti-
cles initially start from the central site of the lattice, the
CTQW exhibits independent particle quantum walks to
a quantum walk of composite particles or doublon as a
function of repulsive interactions. However, for the initial
state with two particles at two different sites (a few sites
apart), the lighter particle wave function gets reflected
from the heavier one and no doublon is formed for large
enough interactions. On the other hand, when the two
particles start form the opposite ends of the lattice, the
situation is completely different for strong interactions.
In this case, both the light and heavy particle wave func-
tions reflect from each other at a point close to the initial
position of the heavy particle.
In addition to the CTQW on a homogeneous lattice,
we study the effect of mass imbalance on the Bloch os-
cillations in a tilted lattice. We show that when two
particles are initially prepared at the same site, without
any interaction, they perform independent BO, but for
large interaction, the time period of oscillation becomes
half due to the doublon formation. However, when the
two particles are at different sites, the BO gets destroyed
gradually due to continuous reflection of the wave func-
tion.
The present work provides insights about the dynami-
cal behavior of two component Bose mixture in periodic
potential at few particle level. Due to the recent experi-
mental progress in controlled creation and manipulation
of multi-component atomic mixtures in optical lattice,
our prediction can in principle be simulated in experi-
7mental systems such as mixture of 87Rb and 41K [44].
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